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Introduction
Triangle meshes are widely used to represent 3D surface models since they are well suited to computer rendering hardware. The development of powerful consumer display cards has been accompanied by a corresponding growth in the size and complexity of 3D models. Naturally this complexity comes at the cost of greater storage requirements, and this has fuelled research into techniques that compress both the geometry (vertex positions) and the connectivity information of triangle meshes.
The earliest approaches [Dee95] exploited the adjacency structure of a triangle mesh to avoid storing unnecessary connectivity information and applied simple quantisation and delta encoding to represent vertex positions. In general, the issue of connectivity compression is deemed more pressing, since, while it is possible to quantise vertex positions quite coarsely and still maintain a good surface approximation, connectivity information must be represented exactly, which usually requires many bits per triangle. Subsequent techniques [TR98, Ros99] thus focused on ways to reduce the cost of encoding the mesh topology. Great strides have been made in this area. Edgebreaker [Ros99] is a "facebased" scheme, which reduces the cost of encoding connectivity to at most 2 bits per triangle, or equivalently, 4 bits per vertex (bpv). Subsequent improvements [Ros01] have refined this bound. The next great breakthrough arrived with "valence-based" schemes [TG98] , which use the number of edges attached to a vertex to derive a compact coding algorithm which, in most cases, provides far better results than face-based techniques. In these schemes, however, one cannot derive a general bound for the cost of connectivity encoding without some simplifying assumptions [KADS01] . Valence-based schemes generate roughly half the number of codes compared to face-based schemes (per vertex, rather than per triangle). Valence-based connectivity encoding works well because the entropy of the valence codes typically tracks the mesh valence entropy, which is often very low, particularly for highly regular meshes, as demonstrated by the excellent results obtained [TG98, KADS01, LAD02] . However, there are many meshes which are irregular, and for which the valence entropy is commensurately higher.
To improve on these results we need to look for additional sources of prior information to reduce the code size. The encoding of geometry and connectivity information are usually interleaved: the mesh is rebuilt step by step, with new vertices continually added according to the decoded connectivity information. Consequently, a significant source of prior geometric information, the set of mesh vertices, is not available in these methods. We propose the use of global vertex information to produce our compact coding. The recent development of algorithms to compress vertex information separately [DG00, MMG06] , at rates competitive with interleaved encoding, makes this approach feasible.
For a given edge of a processed mesh triangle, we need to find the vertex which completes the attached triangle. If the underlying triangulation is highly regular, we can simply reflect the third vertex of the current triangle through this edge and assume the closest neighbouring vertex is the one we seek. If this is not the case, then the second closest vertex is probably the one we need. We can continue in this fashion, checking nearest neighbours until a match is found. Thus we are reduced to predicting a point from the information we have, and storing a "distance rank". In the ideal case, such as a smooth surface composed of regular triangles, all these ranking codes will be one (the 1st closest point will close each triangle) and the entropy of the sequence will approach zero. When we do not have such a regular mesh, we need to use the vertices we have not yet processed to further constrain our prediction.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3, we present the compression algorithm, along with a motivation for the predictors we employ and a brief discussion of issues pertaining to entropy coding. This is followed by an analysis of the results in Section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions and suggest areas for future work in Section 5.
Related Work
There is a large and growing literature on triangle mesh compression -the interested reader is referred to [AG03] for a summary.
We confine our discussion to single-rate compression connectivity schemes, since our connectivity compression technique falls into this category. Such schemes generally come in two flavours: face-based and valence-based. Face schemes are usually derivatives of Edgebreaker [Ros99, AFSR03] , while valence schemes are modifications or extensions of Touma and Gotsman's valence-based encoder [TG98, KADS01, KPRW05].
Our approach assumes separate encoding for vertex and connectivity information, and that the entire quantised vertex set is available for both the encoding and decoding steps. Although there has been little work in this area, the notion of geometry-driven connectivity encoding has seen some support. The work of Coors and Rossignac [CR04] provides such a scheme in which Edgebreaker is modified to predict the next symbol based on the geometry and connectivity of the processed mesh. However, less regular meshes tend to generate a large number of incorrect guesses, which incurs a substantial bit code penalty. Valence encoders will perform much better in such cases.
Another approach which uses geometry to drive the connectivity encoding is Angle Analyzer [LAD02] . This technique adopts an Edgebreaker-like traversal strategy and exploits the intrinsic properties of quad and triangle meshes to reduce the number of codes required for such meshes. Their technique improves on the best valence scheme in many instances, but for very regular meshes other valence-based techniques perform better. The recently developed Freelence technique of Kälberer et al. [KPRW05] uses a clever traversal scheme to further reduce the cost of valence coding. There is also an associated geometry compression component which yields very impressive results. Unfortunately the paper only presents geometry results based on manually optimized quantization parameters and the generality of the scheme can thus not be easily established.
Inspired by their earlier success with vertex encoding [DG00] , Gandoin and Devillers [GD02] introduce a progressive encoding scheme for geometry and connectivity encoding. The progressivity arises from the space subdivision scheme they use to encode their vertex data -this structure is augmented with additional topological codes to progressively recover connectivity as new vertices are extracted. Subsequent work by Peng et al. [PK05] improved on these results by introducing a clever traversal of a standard octree, and combining this with a compact progressive encoding of mesh connectivity. While the results they achieve are good in relation to other progressive schemes, they lag behind singlerate compression approaches.
It should be noted that all these strategies interleave geometry and connectivity encoding, and cannot therefore use global mesh information.
The area of point cloud compression has seen renewed activity with the increased interest in point-based rendering. A number of point cloud compression schemes [LK00, OS04, FCOAS03] resample the input point set in some way, which renders them unsuitable for our purposes. The progressive scheme presented by [DG00] uses a space subdivision to achieve good lossless compression over a range of meshes. However, we prefer a single rate compressor, since we are only interested in lossless geometry representations. Taubin and Rossignac [TR98] introduced a single-rate vertex spanning tree compressor. Unfortunately this requires that partial connectivity information be available at decompression. Gumhold et al. [GKIS04] present a spanning tree representation for compressing points without connectivity information. A simple prediction scheme is used to reduce the size of the error correction term. Merry et al. [MMG06] also use a spanning tree but combine this with a more sophisticated prediction mechanism to achieve results comparable to triangle-based geometry predictors. Particularly good results are achieved for regularly sampled point sets such as those obtained from laser range scans. As an alternative to spanning tree techniques, Schnabel et al. [SK06] similar in spirit to [PK05] . However, unlike the latter, this is a point compression scheme and does not use or require any connectivity information. While the results are rather sparse, they are encouraging and provide evidence that the compression of point geometry alone can be done effectively.
For those cases in which a set of points is triangulated using a specific algorithm, such as Delaunay triangulation, one can dispense with coding the connectivity all together, provided one has a scheme to code the vertex locations. Similarly, if the triangulation deviates in only a small way from some canonical triangulation, one can encode the connectivity difference between the two. The work of Kim et al. [KPJC99] illustrates this. The authors encode the connectivity of a Triangular Irregular Network (a 2.5D surface mesh) using an average of 0.2 bpv. While such results are impressive, and outperform general triangle encoders, they are aimed at a very specific kind of mesh (which is very close to a Delaunay triangulation, in this case) and cannot be expected to perform well in general.
The Algorithm
Distance rank connectivity encoding involves only one fundamental operation: estimating the point that completes the triangle on the current edge. Figure 2 shows the steps involved in encoding an edge from a given base triangle. The encoding and decoding algorithms are presented in Table 1  and Table 2 , respectively.
We choose an initial triangle on the surface and place the edges, using a consistent ordering, onto an edge queue. This queue is in fact double ended (a deque): although we always remove candidate edges from the front of the queue, we allow insertion on both ends. For each edge we wish to identify the vertex (from the set of all vertices) which completes the attached triangle. This is accomplished by using Build kd Tree //using quantised vertices Table 1 : The Encoding Algorithm a prediction scheme based on the parts of mesh already visited and (potentially) the complete set of vertices. Given a predicted estimate for the closing vertex position, we rank the neighbouring vertices based on their Euclidean distance from the predicted point and record the rank which corresponds to the correct closing vertex. Identifying the closing triangle produces two new (consistently ordered) edges: Left and Right. Initially we placed these new edges on the back of a regular queue, which yields a standard breadth-first (BF) traversal of the mesh triangles. However, a BF traversal tends to visit triangles in a non-local manner. Some preliminary experimentation showed that a better approach, which improves compression performance by 5 6% on average, is to try and process all the triangles attached to a local vertex before moving to more distant parts of the mesh. To this end, we adopt a traversal in which the Left edge is inserted at the front of the queue, while the Right edge is placed on the back of the queue.
If the prediction is accurate the (first) closest vertex will be correct, otherwise we will need to examine vertices with successively larger ranking numbers. In any event, a single integer value will be generated for each such edge, and for the most part these values will be quite small. If the edge happens to be a boundary edge, the escape code 0 is generated. Any positive value is assumed to correspond to a distance rank value. Each edge has an associated edge count which indicates how many triangles are associated with that edge. Prior to encoding the mesh, we flag all boundary edges and set the edge counts to 0 on all edges except the starting Build kd Tree // using encoded vertices Q = empty Read in start Triangle (V 0 3 edges in the queue, which are assigned an edge count of 1. As each new triangle is added, the boundary flags and edge counts are used to ensure that only valid edges are placed on the queue. If a flagged (boundary) edge is added to the queue, it will not be expanded at a later stage -however, pushing such a redundant edge onto the queue allows us to simplify the encode/decode logic. The decode phase mirrors the encode phase -this is why we need to write out 0 codes for boundary edges: the decoder will not know which edges are simply "open" (unprocessed) or boundary edges, so we have to provide this information in the encoded stream. It is important to emphasize that we only use information in the encoder which would be available to the decoder at that particular step.
By keeping track of the edge counts we can can also appropriately prune the edge traversal and ensure that each triangle is processed only once. The scheme thus generates T 1 integer values for a closed surface, where T is the number of triangles. If the surface has B boundary edges, then each boundary edge will generate an additional 0 value, and we will need to encode T B 1 integers.
To recover the connectivity information, we simply reverse the process: we start off with the same initial triangle (which is specified) and then build the edge queue in the same way. For each edge, we compute the predicted point and search for the Kth nearest neighbour (K is the value of the ranking code) to this predicted point in the complete versubmitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (12/2006). tex set. We then add the new edges (if any) and continue processing the edge queue until it is empty.
We use edge information to decide whether a vertex returned from a closest point query is admissible. We cull a vertex from future edge searches if all the edges attached to that vertex are closed (have triangles on either side) or if the only open edges are boundary edges (which are explicitly coded). By eliminating these points we reduce the maximum size of the ranking codes, and thus reduce the overall entropy of the code sequence. Figure 3 demonstrates the full algorithm for a small triangulation with boundary. The encoding and decoding phases are essentially mirror images of each other. The scheme automatically deals with holes and boundaries, but cannot deal with non-manifold triangulations.
Numerical Issues
We assume that the input mesh vertices are quantized in the standard way:
1. a bounding box (which encloses the vertex set) is computed; 2. a fixed number of bits (usually 12) is used to quantize each coordinate; 3. no two vertices share the same quantized coordinates. If this is not true, the quantization can either be refined, or the degenerate triangles can be removed in a preprocess step.
When computing distance rankings, it is possible that several points may be located at the same distance from a given query point. To deal with this problem, we use the vertex indices to disambiguate our selection. We assume that the vertex compression scheme will preserve the vertex ordering, so that both the encoding and decoding steps will have consistently numbered vertices. If this is not the case, a simple lexicographical sort on the vertex coordinates can be used to reorder the data in a consistent manner. We first order the points that map to unique distances using their computed distance values. Then, we insert the points with duplicate distances into this sequence, at the appropriate distance value, ordered by their unique vertex indices. This has the effect of increasing the range of the rank values since there are more distance values to consider and the matching point position may be further down in the sequence. Fortunately, for a sensible choice of predictor (cf. Section 3.2), this does not happen very often. To avoid issues with floating point precision in our distance calculations, we perform all calculations using double precision floating point arithmetic and then cast the results to IEEE754 single precision floats before making comparisons.
Distance rank codes
The success of the closest-point coding scheme depends on our ability to construct good predictions for a range of dif- ferent mesh classes. We can identify three core attributes of triangle mesh geometry that affect our ability to make accurate predictions: triangle regularity, surface curvature and triangle size.
Triangle Regularity If the triangulation is very regular
(triangles are similar), then a simple parallelogram rule, as used in [TG98] , can be employed to predict the closing vertex, using the 3 vertices of the base triangle. If the mesh consists of many different triangle shapes, a parallelogram rule will generally yield a poor prediction. If the mesh has little or no regularity, then all one can reasonably say is that the prediction is most likely to lie some distance in front of the prediction edge. We have developed what we call the midpoint predictor, which predicts the closing vertex as being along a ray perpendicular to the midpoint of the base edge such that, initially at least, an equilateral triangle is formed. For a highly regular mesh, a prediction based on a parallelogram suffices, otherwise we use the midpoint predictor.
on the queue and proceed by always popping edges off the front of the queue. A vertex prediction is computed and the distance rank (the boxed number) is established. Each new closed triangle produces a left and right edge which are pushed onto the front and back, respectively, of the queue and edge counts are updated. A square (rather than circular) vertex indicates that the vertex will not be considered when calculating the distance rank. Boundary edges have a distance rank of 0. Edge counts are indicated by the thickness of the triangle line (thick lines have a count of 2) and the shaded triangles
2. Surface Curvature If the surface curves unexpectedly, a prediction based on the recovered mesh will perform poorly. Fortunately, in our scheme one can use the distribution of the points ahead of the prediction front to constrain the prediction. By using the centroid of the points clustered ahead of the prediction edge to define an averaging plane for the upcoming surface, and then bending the prediction onto this plane, we can largely overcome this problem -see figure 4 . Of course, the position of the centroid will depend on the number of points chosen. In order to keep the prediction local we limit the neighbourhood to a maximum of 10 points lying no further away than four times the current edge length. We also implemented higher order surface fitting along the same lines as Gumhold and Amjoun [GA03] , by fitting a quadric surface to the upcoming points and then intersecting it with a tangential circle centred on the current edge to arrive at a prediction, but the results were unpredictable (ranging from a 3 8% improvement to a 2 2% degradation, with an average improvement of only 0 32%) and did not justify the computational expense. 3. Triangle Size The final ingredient for a good prediction scheme is the ability to deal with rapidly changing triangles sizes. It is self-evident that a parallelogram prediction based on a small triangle will provide a very poor estimate if the closing triangle is very large. We overcome this problem by scaling along the prediction direction by an amount that places the predicted point close to the first vertex it encounters in a "frustum" centred on the base prediction edge. See figure 5. While this is not always optimal, it tends to deal well with abrupt transitions in triangle size and has a significant impact on compression (with an average improvement of 50% and up to 70% on meshes with abrupt size changes).
We implemented the parallelogram and midpoint predictors. Both use the mesh vertex set to deal with curvature and triangle scaling. The midpoint predictor generally places the prediction point along the ray perpendicular to the midpoint of the prediction edge. However, for meshes with highly symmetric vertex sets, such as triangulated quad meshes, the midpoint placement leads to a "tie" for closest point, which inflates the distance codes. To deal with this issue, the midpoint position is biased slightly in a direction that follows the triangle skew of the adjacent processed triangles. This generally ensures that if the closest point is not the target vertex, then the second closest point will be. In order to choose the appropriate predictor, we apply the same triangle traversal to the mesh and approximate the predictor solutions, P i , using only the attached triangle. This local information is enough to estimate the scaling and curvature behaviour referred to above, without any expensive closest point queries. We maintain a counter, C i , for each predictor. We increment C i if P i is closer to the target vertex, T , than any vertices attached to T . If none of the P i satisfy this condition (note that both can), we increment the counter for the predictor closest to T . The predictor with the highest counter is chosen to encode the surface.
Model
The ranking values we generate typically span the first few positive integers, with a probability distribution heavily skewed towards small values (see table 3 ). We use a standard adaptive arithmetic coder [MNW98] to compress the connectivity sequence. In general, the probability of the symbols 1 or 2 occurring is far higher than any other symbol, and this is quickly picked up by the adaptive arithmetic coder. However, the conditional probability of a 1 following a 2 (and the 3 other permutations of 1 and 2) is also generally useful and not simply random. We have found that by storing the conditional probabilities P¤ 1 2
and P¤ 1 1 ¦ and using these to modify the probability estimates we can improve compression performance by 1%-5%.
Results and Discussion
To allow for comparison with other triangle mesh compression schemes, and since there is no standard test corpus, we have used the same models where possible (see figure 6). Model sizes range from 300 to 170K vertices, and the test corpus contains CAD models, scanned models and simplified models. Only connectivity and geometry are compressed: we do not address the issue of compressing other mesh attributes. Model vertices are quantized to 12 bits per coordinate, the value that most other authors use.
While there is currently no point-cloud compressor that provides universally superior results, we have opted to use the compressor of Merry et al. [MMG06] since this performs well on meshes without a large number of slivers or widely varying triangle sizes. Such triangulations are generally avoided in computer graphics since they can lead to bad shading artifacts. It is likely that other point-cloud compressors (e.g. [GKIS04, SK06] ) would yield better results on irregular meshes. However, since this paper primarily addresses connectivity compression, and the issue of pointcloud compression is addressed by others, we provide only a small set of illustrative geometry compression results -Table 5. This shows that the overall compression results for regular models compare well with baseline valence schemes. Given the growing interest in point based representations we anticipate a significant amount of future research in the area of point cloud compression. Since we have decoupled the connectivity and geometry encoding, our technique will benefit immediately from any future improvements in this area.
Tests were run on a P4 3GHz machine with 512MB of memory and all meshes were processed in memory. A kdtree [MA97] is used to accelerate nearest neighbour queries. This kd-tree implementation does not support incremental queries. Since each new point query is independent of its predecessors, the system run times are significantly higher than a properly optimised implementation would allow. Table 4 presents our results for connectivity encoding.
The encode and decode times differ by only a few percent; we have thus presented the average encode/decode time for each mesh to avoid further clutter in Table 4 . As expected, the (de)compression time scales linearly with the number of triangles. The header information required by the algorithm (the four prior probabilities, starting vertices for the initial triangle and a few flags) typically amounts to about 30 bytes for a single component mesh, and is not included in the compression cost. For every separate triangulated component, another 3 integers are required to specify the starting triangle.
The predictor selection scheme outlined in Section 3.2 was used to automate the selection of the appropriate predictor rule for each triangle. The "midpoint" predictor was used most frequently, which demonstrates that a simple parallelogram rule is often a poor predictor of mesh geometry.
A quick perusal of the results shows that the scheme performs very well on meshes which display regularity (figure 1(a), 1(b) ), generally reducing the connectivity information to less than 1 bpv. It should be noted that the valences in these meshes may be arbitrary -it is the regularity of the triangulation that matters. In all cases the results are much lower than the valence entropy.
For irregular meshes (those with a wide mix of different triangles types) the gains are somewhat smaller, and some of the other schemes perform better -figure 1(c). This is particularly true when there are a large number of slivers in the mesh, since the algorithm is most likely to predict vertices in the region ahead of the current edge. This is the case for the venus and feline meshes which appear to have been arbitrarily triangulated. The current predictors do not perform optimally for such meshes although they remain competitive with a number of other valence-based schemes. It should be noted, however, that one could develop a predictor tailored to meshes with a high proportion of slivers. In fact, one strength of our method is that one can continue to add predictors to deal with a host of different mesh types. The predictor specification then requires an additional integer in the header.
There are some "pathological" meshes (figure 1(d) for example) on which the two predictors fare poorly. These meshes are distinguished by having a large number of thin triangles (slivers), which are closed by vertices lying some distance to either side of the base edge. While the results are poor in this case, models such as these are not very common since most triangulations of surfaces tend to yield triangulations with some degree of regularity.
There is no useful theoretical bound on the compression performance of the scheme, unless one makes very restrictive assumptions about the underlying mesh structure. In fact, given the nature of the prediction scheme, it is possible, although highly unlikely, to generate a ranking code equal to the size of the vertex set. Of course, as vertices are culled, this maximum value will shrink. The lack of a theoretical bound does not, however, detract from the utility of this approach, as illustrated by the results.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a simple geometry-driven approach for encoding the connectivity information of a triangle mesh. The technique is based on a prediction operation which establishes a distance ranking to connect each new triangle into the mesh during a breadth-first surface traversal. Our approach departs from the traditional interleaving of vertex and connectivity compression: we have access to the entire vertex data set prior to encoding and decoding of mesh connectivity. The availability of this global information allows us to construct good predictors which yield small ranking values and produce a connectivity code with very low entropy. Although face-based, the low entropies arising from the prediction scheme ensure that the technique remains competitive with valence-based schemes. For meshes with a regular structure, we consistently achieve results of less than 1 bpv and generally outperform the best results reported in the literature. Meshes with irregular triangles produce results that are on par with most valence-based schemes, although they fall short of the best reported results.
There are a number of ways in which the scheme can be extended. Our predictors make limited use of global vertex data and a single predictor is chosen based on a global estimate. Some experimentation shows that a more compact code results if one can choose the predictor on a per face basis. One possibility is to use a learning technique to switch predictors as more of the mesh is processed. The current mesh traversal strategy does not utilise information from the processed mesh regions; a better strategy may be to traverse the mesh according to some fitness metric which explores regular regions first, deferring the processing of irregular regions until later.
The algorithm can readily be generalised to handle tetrahedral meshes. Furthermore, the notion of distance rank coding can also be applied to general polygonal meshes, although in this case one requires a degree code for each face, in addition to the ranking codes required to insert each vertex.
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